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ABSTRACT  

In this era of Big Data and AI, expertise in multiple aspects of data, 

computing, and the domains of application is needed. This calls for 

teams of experts with different training and perspectives. Because 

data analysis can have serious ethical implications, it is important 

that these teams are well and deeply integrated. No-Boundary 

Thinking (NBT) teams can provide support for team formation and 

maintenance, thereby attending to the many dimensions of the 

ethics of data and analysis.  In this NBT workshop session, we 

discuss the ethical concerns that arise from the use of data and AI, 

and the implications for team building; and provide and brainstorm 

suggestions for ethical data enabled science and AI.   
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1 Ethical Implications of Data and AI 

Big Data and Artificial Intelligence have recently become 

important tools for managing the tsunami of scientific data 

generated across the disciplines. To ethically address the biggest 

problems in this space, attention must be paid to multiple 

computing, data, and communication approaches. Also important 

is attention to the grounding of all data and analysis into the domain 

of consideration.  All analytical approaches, including artificial 

intelligence, (defined as intelligent machine approaches to data 

analysis), cannot be carried out without attention to the collection, 

cleaning, organization, access and sampling of data. This usually 

begs for statistical, computational, data management, and 

communication expertise to define and plan solution strategies and 

to present results.  The domain expert must be securely in the loop 

[1]. Fail any piece of this, the AI algorithm can be rendered useless, 

with “garbage in and garbage out”. This has ethical implications 

that must be considered because the results of data and AI analysis 

are frequently used to develop actions and policies that impact 

individuals, groups and society in general [2]. For example, the 

well-being of people may be impacted by biomedical decisions or 

treatments that are informed by these analyses [3,4,5,6]. In this 

workshop session, we will discuss the places in the ecology of AI 

and data analysis that need the attention of a team of experts with 

diverse perspectives, and how NBT [7] can address the ethical 

concerns that could arise if these teams do not function well.  

   

1.1 The Ecology of Data and AI 

When considering AI and data analysis, many focus on the 

analytical algorithms and procedures, and frequently forget about 

other important aspects such as the data and the communication of 

analysis results. We will consider and discuss these points in the 

conduct of data analysis that may lead to erroneous results, thereby 

threatening the safety of entities that are impacted by resulting 

decisions, actions, and policies.  All forms of data analysis, 

including AI, require an array of activities, each calling for 

disciplinary expertise. No-boundary Thinking can help teams 

possessing diverse perspectives to work well together to perform 

and communicate robust and ethically safe data analysis.  
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1.1.1 Data Wrangling. Analysis and AI cannot work without 

data. Data must be collected, cleaned, organized, archived, 

accessed, and sampled correctly in order for AI analyses to be 

reliable. We will discuss the places in the ecology of data and AI 

where attention and expertise are needed. 

1.1.2 Communicating Results. Once an analysis model is 

decided and the analysis is complete, the work is not done. 

Analytics experts must communicate to domain experts how the 

data has been managed, the procedures that are used to analyze the 

data, and how the results might be interpreted. Ideally domain, data 

analytics, and communication experts work together from problem 

definition to analytical results using best practices of No-boundary 

collaboration to achieve this. We will discuss where and how 

important communication modalities are needed for the whole team 

to understand both process and results.  It is important, for example, 

that domain experts are able to assess if analytical results are 

consistent and explainable by the core scientific principles of the 

domain.  Furthermore, all team members should be able to 

understand what has been done with the data, and how to interpret 

results with confidence.  

1.2 The NBT Solution to Ethical Challenges 

Team building can be difficult when participants are from the same 

discipline or sub-discipline, but needs special attention when 

participants are from different disciplines [9]. Challenges arise 

when participants have different perspectives, use different 

vocabulary, and have different cultural views on what constitutes 

good problems and solutions. Essential to NBT teams is proper 

formulation of the problem to be solved; a basic tenet is that the 

NBT team must come together to synthesize diverse perspectives 

to decide the problem before solutions can be considered. Given 

that participants come with different views on problem formulation 

and solution, it is important to consider a robust process for team 

formation and maintenance. This takes extra effort and time, but 

scholars studying teams of experts with diverse training have found 

that they are better positioned to be successful in solving even deep 

and difficult problems [8] especially if they have learned to work 

well with each other.   

4 Discussion and Questions 

In this workshop session, we identify the places in the data analysis 

and AI ecology where ethical concerns may arise. Then we will 

consider how NBT might be helpful. We will first briefly present 

some examples, and then we will engage with the workshop 

participants to consider and brainstorm other issues, and other 

approaches to address the ethics of data analysis and AI using NBT. 
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